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The Space Economy
•
•

•

Investments in space are about improving and protecting life on Earth.
Today, we rely on space assets for a wide range of communications,
navigation, reconnaissance, and planning outcomes that affect applications
as diverse as resource utilization, disaster relief and military operations.
The outlook for space markets is strong
– USAF, NASA and NOAA plans have increased emphasis on space in future years.
– Commercial space interests are accelerating
– Worldwide, the utilization of space is of interest
Satellite dishes line the Fes rooftops in Morocco
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A Turning Point for Space Commerce
• The Space Age is 50 years young and in transition
– Military and civil space applications are poised for growth
– Space Shuttle retirement
– Civilian focus
•
•
•
•
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– Military focus
•
•
•
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• A suite of game-changing space activities are within our grasp

The International Space Station will
be the centerpiece of our human
exploration strategy until at least
2020. ISS research must provide
the breakthroughs we need to
become deep space explorers.
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Commercial Space Flights Is Here to Stay!

Industry will take over transportation low Earth orbit while NASA pushes toward
other destinations. Suborbital spaceflight will create more personal space
experiences in the next 5 years than in the previous 50.

Building Blocks for the Future!
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NASA is developing the technical capabilities needed so that we may
become deep space explorers.

Expanding Our Knowledge of the Universe and!
Our Place Within It !

President Obama, “We're fortunate to be part of a society that can reach beyond
our planet and explore frontiers that were only imagined by our ancestors.”

Basic Research and Technology Development!

Enabling future missions, building our nation’s technical competency, creating
economic, societal and national security benefits.

Down-to-Earth Applications of Space Investments

Space Products Improve Our Lives

Winglets Save Fuel Cost

LED Light Therapy For Pain
Management
Clean Energy
Groundwater Remediation

Advanced Diagnostic
Ultrasound in Microgravity

Infrared Thermometers
Aerogel Insulation
Lithium Batteries for Cars

Eye Exams

• Created over 9000 jobs
• Generated over $1B in revenue
• Created over $6B in cost avoidance
• Saved more than 12,000 lives
• Significantly improved quality of life for
more than 80 million people
Nutritional Supplements

Memory Foam

Totals based on a 2011 survey of technology transfer
successes reported in NASA Spinoff from 2003-2008,
and on additional data gathered from Spinoff 2009-2011
NASA technologies have:

The Next 50 Years in Space
9 Game-Changing Civil Space Possibilities Within Our Grasp:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantify Causes, Trends and Effects of Long-Term Earth Climate Change
Accurately Forecast the Emergence of Major Storms and Natural Disasters
Develop and Utilize Efficient Space-Based Energy Sources
Prepare an Asteroid Defense
Identify Life Elsewhere in our Solar System
Identify Earth-like Worlds Around Other Stars
Initiate Interstellar Robotic Exploration
Achieve Reliable Commercial Low-Earth Orbit Transportation
Achieve Permanent Human Presence Beyond the Cradle of the Earth

Georgia Strengths
• Strong and established aeronautics industry
• The largest aerospace engineering research and education
program in the world
– Significant space research programs across GA Tech Schools of AE,
ECE, EAS and Physics. GTRI.
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Strong military community
Talented, dedicated, low-cost workforce; manufacturing skills
National logistics/transportation center
Low-cost land and large coastline
“Capital” of the south. Human spaceflight has a strong southern
ties involving Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Texas and Florida
• Potential spaceport in Camden County
• Increasing number of GA space entrepreneurs

Georgia Challenges!
•
•
•
•

We are behind
There will be fierce competition for future markets
Today, there is essentially no Georgia space industry
Lack of industry incentives

Strategy for Growth!
• Work with state and federal policymakers to build an understanding
for importance of space sector to the state of Georgia
– High-quality jobs; economic benefits; national security

• Make Camden County spaceport real
• Continue to grow space systems at Georgia Tech
– C-STAR: Critical faculty hires. Integrate programs across campus.
Internal investment and strategic partnerships

• Build a GA space industry (CoIA)
– State incentives
– Attract 1-2 existing space companies to GA
– Grow 3-5 small space sector businesses within GA

• Build an alliance with either Alabama and/or Florida
– Huntsville?
– Space Florida?

Benefits
• Build our Nation’s Economic Competitiveness
• Contribute to our Nation’s National Security Needs
• Prepare our Citizens for a Technological Future
• Inspire Youth into STEM Educational and Career Paths
• Make a Difference in Our Lives Everyday

